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ANNOUNCEMENT 

 

UAPF has updated its mobile application 

 

For the convenience of contributors and taking into account new opportunities for early use and 

transfer of pension savings to investment management companies, UAPF has updated its mobile 

application since the beginning of 2021. 

The application is intended for the Fund's clients and allows you to receive up-to-date 

information about its activities, as well as detailed information about the state of your retirement 

account. 

 

The ENPF mobile application can be downloaded for free on any smartphone or tablet based on 

both Android and IOS. For authorization, a username and password are used, with the help of which the 

contributor / beneficiary enters the personal account on the Fund's website. For the convenience of users, 

the service supports 2 languages: Kazakh and Russian. This application is updated automatically, if your 

smartphone does not support updates, you can do this by downloading a new version through the Play Store 

or App Store application 

Recall that using the mobile application, you can get a certificate of the existence of an individual 

retirement account, receive a statement from the IPSA, send an appeal with a question you are interested 

in, order a visit to the Mobile Office, call back, make changes and (or) additions to your details, calculate 

the projected size of the future pensions using the Pension Calculator. Also, through it, you can track the 

status of the account, find out about all changes in the pension system, see the location of the nearest UAPF 

office and even call the contact center. 

New functions have been added to this - now each UAPF contributor can find out through a mobile 

application whether he has enough funds in his individual pension savung account to exercise his right to 

use part of his pension savings for housing improvement or medical treatment, or for transferring to 

companies that manage an investment portfolio. 

The main advantage of the updated smartphone application is its "lightweight" version. It now 

"weighs" much less than the previous one: the size of the application after being installed on an Android 

phone is 105 MB, instead of the previous 384 MB, on IOS - 41 MB, instead of 300 MB. A new version has 

been developed using the Flutter platform from Google. which is widely distributed and supported by a 

large community, and also has a large number of libraries and capabilities, which can reduce the size of the 

application and speed up its response. 

Also, a complete redesign was made according to modern user interface standards. 

This service enables contributors to control their pension savings 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Kazakhstanis appreciated the convenience of the ENPF mobile application. If on January 1, 2021, 

the number of app installations on Android was 988,000, on IOS - 314,000, then by March 24 of this year, 

these data were: on Android - 1,430,000, on IOS - 387,000 installations. Thus, the total number of 

application users in less than three months increased by more than half a million (or about 40%). 

 
UAPF was established on August 22, 2013 on the basis of GNPF APF JSC. The UAPF founder and shareholder is the 

Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan represented by the State Institution “Committee of State Property and Privatization” 

of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan. UAPF pension assets are managed by the National Bank of the Republic 

of Kazakhstan. From January 1, 2016, the functions for developing proposals to improve the management of pension assets were 

transferred to the National Fund Management Council. In accordance with the pension legislation, the UAPF attracts 

compulsory pension contributions, compulsory occupational pension contributions, voluntary pension contributions, pension 

benefits, individual accounting of pension accumulations and benefits, provides the contributor (beneficiary) with information 

on the status of his pension accumulations (for more information visit www.enpf.kz) 
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